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By installing the SideArm onto a drone, I agree that I will operate the SideArm equipped drone in 
compliance with the following:  

 Follow community-based safety guidelines for safe drone operation, as developed by organizations 
such as the Academy of Model Aeronautics (AMA). 

 Keep your SideArm equipped drone in eyesight at all times, and use an observer to assist if 
needed. 

 The SideArm can release a payload inadvertently and without warning. Never fly over unprotected 
persons or moving vehicles, and remain at least 25 feet away from individuals and vulnerable 
property.  

 Do not attempt to lift heavy objects.  
 Do not fly in adverse weather conditions such as in high winds or reduced visibility. 
 Do not fly or operate the SideArm under the influence of alcohol or drugs. 
 Ensure the operating environment is safe and that the operator is competent and proficient in the 

operation of the drone and the SideArm. 
 Always charge the SideArm and the SideArm Controller before flight. Never fly if a red indicator is 

showing on either the SideArm Controller or SideArm. Flying with a low or discharged battery may 
result in the SideArm being stalled in the deployed position forcing the drone to be crash landed. 
GearWurx will not be responsible for damage to the drone or property.   

 Never fly over any property that could be damaged by falling objects. The SideArm can release a 
payload inadvertently and without warning. Purchaser assumes all liability for damages to property 
and persons while operating a SideArm equipped drone. 

 Always operate the SideArm equipped drone in compliance will all laws and ordinances. You are 
responsible for following all federal, State and local laws which may regulate the use of all products 
purchased and operated in your area. 

 Purchaser is responsible for proper configuration and maintenance of the equipment.  
 We are not responsible for any warranty claim due to misuse, crashes, damage, incorrect 

setup/configuration, or other negligent behaviour. 
 It is highly recommended that the purchaser and/or pilot have proper liability insurance coverage at 

all times in the event that your use of a SideArm equipped drone damages property or hurts a 
person or other living creature. In general, RC aircraft are not covered under standard liability 
insurance. Please check with your insurer regarding the correct insurance coverage. 

In no event shall GearWurx be liable for special, indirect, incidental or consequential damages related to the 
use of the sidearm. Indemnity: purchaser shall indemnify and hold harmless GearWurx,  its officers, 
directors, agents, representatives and employees from any and all claims, liabilities, damages, and 
expenses (including attorneys’ fees actually incurred) on account of death or injury to any person or 
damage to any property arising from or in connection with any goods supplied. This indemnity shall apply 
without regard to whether the claim, damage, liability or expense is based on breach of contract, breach of 
warranty, negligence, strict liability, or other. 
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